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AsstRAcr

A stuily of the polarized optical absorption spectra of both blue and tan-coloured'

vanadium-bearing zoisite 
.;*ff;; 

I;'?;;ia, 
-teuealed 

a numb-er of spectral

features between rg,aoo u"i?,060^;;' ilo;;f -these are attributed to \I+ substituting

on the At3 site o{ zois*e # 
";;;;igr9}i,f $".ai"Utoic 

scheme o{ the blue (heated)

varietv of zoisite (i.e. E fi?" J'87/ z--<al"q'-E'// X (violet) ): An-additional

;il;""t"221;t';r:l'tr'""stt;' b" d";to ri"i' o'.v"' occurs in theE // z spectrum

ififfi:fr;;i oi-t"" -itit., thus producing a trichroic scheme'

Recentlygemmologistshaveshorrnccnsiderableinterstinv'anadium-
b""Jrrg ,oiril lro^ i^n' nia (Andenon 1968; Liddicoat & Crowning-

shield 1968; Meen ir6tt, 
- 

til crystallographic' "I-ti"* 
and^ phvsical

ptrp""i"t 
"1 

which h"u" b"t t described recently by Hurlbut (1969)'

The most strikinf property of this materiai it itt pleochroism which

"ft"nf, 
from trichroi"'i" ai"f'roic on heating' Although several of the

;;;ft ;trorption bands have been located *itt 
" 

spectroscope (Ander-

son 1968), the details of the absorption spectrum for each principal optical

direction do not seem to have been reported. only through a knowledge

ofthepolar izat ionpropert iesofthespectral featurescanthepleochroism
ol theunt rea tedandheatedzo is i tebeunders tood.Th isnote isdevoted
to that end.

A number of specimens of the Tanzanian zoisite were obtained through

the courtesy 
"f 

H. R.;;;y,-"urator of the.reference senes o{ the National

Mineral Collection, Geological Survey of Canada' Of the two specimens

(eaih conchoidally fr;;:d), whore'detailed spectra are reported in this

study, one was tan i; J";; in ordinary white light and trichroic in

pJ""r""J itgftt, *t it" t1"" other was blue in white light' and dichroic in

polarized light. Microprobe analysis- gave. for the tan crystal Y-0'26/e'

Ti-0.04%, Fe and ff;t; detot"d;-a"d for the blue crystal V-0'18%'

Fe, Mn and Ti not detected' Microprobe analysis of two other'specimens

ol the trichroic u"ri"t/ J 'oisite sliowed their V contents to be 0'24 to

O-.g0%, and their Ti content to be 0'024/o' The -V and Ti contents

of a second bl,r" 
"rystai- 

ie'e 0'20% and 4 0'U% respectively' Thus'

--l 
n*u"r.r, scientists, Mineral sciences Division, Mines Branch Department of

Energy, Mines and Resources' Ottawa' Canada'
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there. is an apparent correlation between cstain spectral properties ofthe Tanzanian zoisite and its titanium content.
Using an iterative procedure of cutting with a wire saw, and orientingby means of optical interference d;; radonal sections were obtainedfrom the tan- crystal. After polishi"i tlr*" sections were used to measurethe polarized absorption spectra Jo*' in Figure r. The unpolarized.spectrum of Figure 2 was obtained from a rand,om section of the bluecrystal.

All spectra were measured at room temperature with a Cary_I4recording 
- spectrophotometer. The standard ,"rrrpl" 

"o_f"*_"nt 
wasreplaced 

_\y_^ special- housing which permitted the mounting of aUnitron l\^Pf 
f"g*lTc micrlcope in eacl of the sample-urri ,uf"."rr."beams (in either the infrared or visibre mode) in a manner simirar tothat of Burns (1g66). The mineral ,pu"i-ur; mounted. on the stageof the sample-beam microscope, was oriented in the porarized lightbeam so as to measur" q-u. aurir"a ,p*r**, i.e., parallel to a givencrystallographic direction. GIan prisms'wuru ,rrud as polarizers. Becausethe polarizers cannot be used aiovu -' 25,000-cm-r unpolarized spectrawere measured in the ultraviolet region (e.g. spectra marked UN inFigure la and lc).

The trichroic scheme of the untreated. tan zoisite can be appreciatedthrough a study of the spectra of Figu; 1. when the electri"'vector E,of the polarized light is parallet to Z J i e."., E // Z:;t;" mineral
:-""jiol has a yellow-green corour due to ta" 

"rrorpti" "riii", to bruelight by the rather intense band centered at 22,sb0-cm-. Although the16,800-cm-1 band does^absorb some ,"ff"* hght, it ir,*;;il is weakrelative to that at 22,sa0-crrrt, 
""a 

-n*uto* 
tre net resurt is the rans-*o:91^:f yellow-green light. Because the specrral features with maximaat 27'000-crn1 and 13,400-cm{ aru both outside trru uiri'u ,ug ion, i.e.,,-25,000-crr1 (400nm) to _t 14,000-cm-r (700 nm), ;t;; not in-fluence the colour.

"^ ]1fru E // y : c spectrum, the two-component envelope (16,700_19,000 cm-') abnorbs velow-green tight-ana rh" ,*,;-ilurJtf tr"rrr-it,blue,light. The trough o, u"il"y 
"erriu."d 

at-- 22,000_cm-1 (._450 nm)can be thought of as a .,window,, 
for the blue light. 

\'-

Similarly, in the 
1 //"!^^= b spectrum, blue-green to yellow-greenlight is absorbed in the 12,000 t" ibro-oo 

"--. 
region, and, the minerarsection derives its red-vioret corour from the combined transmission ofviolet.light through the shallow 'window" 

on the r'sh*"d side ofthe abso.rption envelope, and of ,"d ilil; on its low-energy side.
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Frc, la. Spectra of an a-c section of tan zoisitg tlickness: 0.32 cm.
A E // Z : a spectrun of qntreated zoisite.
B E // Z : a spectmm of zoisite after heating to 600"C.

_ C Unpolatized spectrum of zoisite after heaiing-to 600.C.
Frc. lb. Spectra of an a-c section of tan zoisite

A E // Y : a spectmm of untreated zoisite.
B E // Y :,a spectrum of untreated zoisite after heating to 600"C.

Frc. lc. Spectra ol an a-b section of tan zoisite, thi&ness : 0.1g cm. 
"

A E // X : b spectrum of untreaied tan zoisite.
B E // X : b, spectnmr of untreated tan zoisite after heating to 600.C.

(_-_- C Unpolarized spectnrm of tan zoisite after being heated ti 600.C.

As reported previously (Liddicoat & crowningshield rg68; Hurlbut
1969), the trichroic tan zoisite becomes blue on heating; the spectral
chlnses induced by such treatment are shown in Figure 1. Experiments
indicated that tlere is no appreciable change on heating below 2s0oc.
However, on heating the vanadium-zoisitg in either 

"it 
or hydrogen,

in the range ̂ -450 to 650oc, spectral changes such as those indicated in
Figure I are produced. It is evident that the colour change is primarily

z s ? o | ! t o
cnil x lo-5

Frc. 2. Unpolarized spectnrm ol a random section of untreated
blue zoisite, thickness: 026 cm.
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the result oi the disappearance of the 22'500-crr1 band from the E / / Z
: o spectrum of the originally tan-coloured mineral. Figure I also shows

that the E // Z : a sp€ctrum of the heat-treated zoisite is essentially

the same as E / / Y : c spectrum of the untreated material, and this

accounts for the change in the pleochroic scheme from trichroic to dichroic.

On the basis of the foregoing, then, the blue colour of the untreated

zoisite, whose unpolarized spectrum is shown in Figure 2, can be attributed

to the absence of the 22,500-cm-r band. These observations also suggest

the possibility that the natural blue variety of zoisite may have been

subjected to thermal conditions not experienced by the tan material'

Having described the polarized absorption-spectra of the vanadium-

zoisite it is desirable now to attempt to explain the origin of the spectral

features.
Analysis indicates that vanadium and titanium (in the trichoic variety)

are the principal transition-metal ion impurities in zoisite, and it is

reasonable to assume that the spectra are due to one, or both, of these

ions substituting for aluminium on one, or both, of the two kinds of

octahedral sites (Figure 3). However, the spectra should be dominated

by features due to vanadium ions because of its much higher concentration

in the mineral.

Because V5 is a do ion, it cannot give rise to intra-cationic electronic

transitions; therefore, the spectra must be due to one or more of the

chromogenic ions Vz+o V3+ and V4+.

Although V'* (d) theoretically has a complex absorption spectrum

in the visible region, it is seldom observed and it is unlikely that this ion

is present in zoisite because of its relatively large size (0.884) and low

stability in an oxygen environment (Cotton & Wilkinson 1966, p. 817;

Sturge,1963).
As we will see, the prcsence o.f va+ in the Tanzanian zoisite cannot

be completely discounted; howevero it is probable that most of the spectral

features of fhe spectra can be attributed to V'+, an ion whose iharge alone

makes it a likely substitute for A13+. However, it will be evident that the

trichroism of the tan variety of the mineral cannot be explained on the

basis of this ion alone.
' It is well known that the absorption sp€ctrum of Vu+ (d'?) has three

principal bands due to the spin-allowed transitions 'Tr(F) -->uTr(F)'

"7, -'Tr(P) and sT, -> uAr(F) (for example see Cotton & Wilkinson

1966, p. 677), It is convenient to designate the spectral bands associated

with these transitions as v1, \r2 and vu respectively, in order of increasing

energy. In the spectrum of Vu+-bearing corundum, for examplq v1' v2
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and vs are found at 17,500,25,000 and 31,000 to 34,000 cm-1 respectively
(McClure 1962; McFarlane 1964).

Although the intensity of the background absorption, due to charge-
transfer processes, increases rapidly in the ultraviolet region, it was
possible to resolve the unpolarized spectrum of a thin a(z)-c(y) secrion
of the tan zoisite to -,39,000 cm-1. Because a signiflcant shoulds was not
found between 27,000 and 39,000 cm-1, it is considered that the entire
d-d spectrum of Tanzanian zoisite is in the range a;13,000 to 27,000 cm-a,
and that all the features present in the spectra are shown in Figure 1.

Because the 22,500-cm-1 band is the only one afiected by heating the
tan zoisite (in air or hydrogen), it is unlikely that the band is part
of the d-d spectrum of V'+. As we have seen, the spectrum of Vs+ is
complex and it would be expected that more than one band would
disappear or change in intensity during the heat treatment. Thus, it
seems necessary to assign the 22,500-crca band to either Va+ or Tis+.
Both of these ions have a d' confi.guration, and in octahedral coordination
can give rise to the 27, --> ,E(D) transition. This point will be taken up
in more detail below.

Frc. 3. The struchrre of zoisite as viewed nearly along the
0 axis, (after Dollase 1968).
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On the basis of the foregoing, it can be concluded that the spectra
of the heated tan zoisite and the natural blue material (Figure 2) are due
to V3+ alone, and that the broad, multi-component envelopes centered
at ^-13,500 and ̂ r18,000-cm-r can be assigned to the v, and v, transitions
respectively, while the 27,000 cm'1 band is the result of the !a transition.
Because of its size (0.74A) and the fact that a d' ion gains considerable
crystal-field stabilization energ:y on entering a distorted octahedral site
(Schwarz 1967), it is probable that most of the Vs+ is located in the
larger and more distorted Al, site of zoisite (Figure 3). The relatively low
symmetry (Cr,) of the Alu site may also account for the splittings of the
v, and r, absorption envelopes in the spectra of Figures 1 and 2.,Attempts
to work out selection rules basd on Cru symmetry (using correctly chosen
axes) were unsuccessful in explaining the polarization p'roperties of all
the spectral bands. However, it is worth noting that the polarization of
the vu band (Figure 3a), which is present only in the E // Z : a
spectrum, can be accounted for on this basis with the ground state
of Vu+ in the Al, site being BAr.

Figure 4 is a simplified energy-level diagram tor a d' ion in an
octahedral fleld (after Berkes 1968) when the Racah parameter, B, is
630 cm'1. It is apparent that a good fit is obtained for the spectral features
of Vt+-bearing corundum when the crystal-field parameter, Dq is

-,1,800 cm'1. To achieve a fit for the vr and v: bands of the zoisite
specra, D4 must be reduced to .-I,400 cm'1; however, this places v,
at ,u20,000 cm-1, a value that is high by 2,000 cm'1. If the Racah para-
meter B, which is a measure of the separation ol the free-ion terms
3F and 3P, is less for the zoisite spectrum that for the corundum spectrum'
then v, for the former could be placed closer to the observed value of

^118,000 cnr'1.
That the crystal field experienced by V3+ in the Tanzanian zoisite

is appreciably lower than in corundum may well reflecto in part, the
difielence in the size of the sites in the two minerals : the average Al-O
bond distances for corundum and zoisite (Al,) are 1.92A and 1.974
respectively. Nevertheless, the strength of the crystal field is rather low;
in this connection it is noteworthy that the average Pauling bond strength
for the Al, oxygens is 1.96 and that of the A1r,, oxygens is 2.06 (Dollase
1e68).

It was suggested above that the highly polarized band at 22,500 crr'
was due to either Vo+ or Tie+. However, Ti'+ is to be favoured because of
its chargg and because the presence of the 22,500-cm-1 band in the spectra
of the tric.hroic variety of the Tanzanian zoisite seems to correlate directly
with the presence of a significant conc€ntration of titanium in the mineral.
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Basing the calculations on totar titanium concentration, the efiinction
coefficient for the 22,500-cm'' band is in the range 50 to r00 litre/more-cm,
which.is appreciably higher than for rhe vs+ spectr"r r""ar.,"rrich aregenerally in the range 2 to 15 litr"e/mole_cm.

rI the 22,500-cm{ band is-due to the "7" -> 'E"(D) transition of ris+,
its energy is appreciably higher than for AlrO.,fii*. Ir, 

"o*rrdrr_, 
thutransition is found at ^,19,000 cmo (Mccluru looz;. Tentatively, the

higher elergy can be accounted for by assuming that Tir+ is ordered on
*: :Tir"r 

AI,., sites of zoisite, altiough it is not evident why this
snoulcl be so.

" 
A; bro3d, 

-highly polarized band at ,*2L,000 cm-1, which is responsible
for the pleochroism of andalusite, has recentry been ascribed ttTi"* -
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tion in an octahedral field; B : 630 cm. (after BLkes
1968).
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Tia+ charge transfer (Faye and Harris 1969). However, this process can-

not be invoked for the 
"asu 

of the Tanzanian zoisite because the polariza'

tion properties of the 22'5}0-crvtt band cannot be related to the Alr,r-,tlr,,

or the Al. .-Al. vectors, i.e. the directions in which there is the possibility
1  . -

ot overlap or tzs or)Lrals of titanium ions on adjacent octahedral sites.

Whether thi'" 22,500-"*-1 band is attributed to either Tia+ or Va*,

its polarization properties can be accounted for by using-group theoretical

"rgrr*"nt 
bari tn its site having C2o symmetry' In such calculations the

,yt*utry axes (see Figure 3) arJ taiien to be essentially coincident with

tle crystallographic axl, and the unique twofold axis is coincident with c.

In the C"r, poittt grouP, the Trn and',En of 
t" 

'Trn t.2En transition

in o' tr"rrrflrfu ", 
i, + A, + rt" and A, * f,, t"tq*tively (wilson'

Decius & Cross lg55). if a, ir"taken as the ground state for-Tis+ (or Va+)

then it is found that a tr*ririti"r, (A, + Br) is allowed only when E / / Z

: o., a calculation that is in accori witli observation (Figure 1a). The

porribiliay that this agreement is coincidental cannot be discounted, how-

ever.
That the 22,500-cm'r band disappears on heating suggests a process

in which Tis+ (or Va+) is oxidized to ti** (or V6+) i.e.o to a state with

a do configuration, which does not give rise to a d-d absorption spmtrum.

However, i"""t"" the spectral band disappears on heating in hydrogen

as well as in air, it is difficult to rationalize a mechanism that accounts

for this proposal.
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